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THE CHURCH
(This article in large type occupied a space of about 10 by 1 2 inches in the Philadelphia Record, a Saturday edition,)

The Church is not a club for social frolic, not a fac tory for making money, not even a hospital for nursing
diseased souls. The Church is like a triangle. It has t hree vital angles. It is—
First—A Temple for Worship
The worship of God is fundamental to all welfare.
The attitude of "No master, no God", assumed once by
France and then by Russia, always results in a Reign of
Terror. The great leaders of safety and progress have
been persons who feared God intensely— Moses the lawyer, David the singer, Washington the statesman, Lincoln the emancipator, Frances E. Willard the reformer,
and Christ the perfect man.
Now the Church is a temple for His worship. It
has been called "God's dwelling place". Truly God is
everywhere! But the temple helps us to realize this
nearness by means of its sacred associations; the money
given in His Name, the altar dedicated to His worship,
the hymns sung in His praise, the sermon preached from
the Book of Books, the God-seeking people assembled
for instruction—all of these things, working together,
inspire adoration for the living God. The 73rd Psalm
vividly portrays this idea as the experience of a real
man. Herein, the Psalmist informs us that during the
week-days, in the midst of a materialistic society, his
steps almost slipped into fidelity; but when Sunday dawned, and the doors of the sanctuary opened, he received a
new song in his soul,
"Whom have I in heaven but Thee?
And there is none upon earth I desire besides Thee.
My flesh and my heart faileth;
But God is the strength of my heart and my portion forever."

Second—A Home for Christians
Christ revealed a new family, wherein God is the
Father, the Holy Spirit is the Mother, Christ is the Elder
Brother, and Christians ("whate'er their name or sign")
are brothers and sisters.
Every family needs a home. The eternal home oi
this family is heaven; but the earthly one is the Church.
Every home has a dining table. So here is served the
Lord's Supper, at which there is no high or low, no rich
or poor, but all are one in Christ. Here, when one suf-

fers, all should suffer. Here, little children should be
received as members of the family of God. Here, all
Christians should be brotherly—charitable, long-suffering,
"rejoicing with those who do rejoice, and-weeping with
those that weep." In short, every Christian Church must
have a homely atmosphere, or be—unchristian.

Third—A Workshop for the World
Every Christian must be a worker. His orders are,
"Go everywhere," and "Disciple all nations." Slothful
servants are consigned by our Master to "outer darkness."
Hence, the Church is a workshop—a shop where
plans are drafted for the rebuilding of the world; where
children are trained to become international men and
women; where the budgets are worked out for worldservice; where workers are equipped for home and
foreign fields. In this workshop are found "the keys"
whereon are inscribed the words "Whatsoever thou shalt
bind on earth shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever
thou shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven."

J

Dear Reader
Are you a Churchman? Are you working with
those who are seeking to build a better civilisation ? Do
you loaf on Sunday, or worship, for humanity's sake?.
Do you act childishly toward the Church? Do you sit
on the front seat of the theatre and on the back seat of
the Sanctuary?
Then turn over a new leaf, join hands with selfsacrificing folks who aspire to world service, and invest
your life in the greatest field for investment in the universe—the Christian Church.
"Be strong!
We are not here to play, to dream to drift,
We have hard work to do, and loads to lift."
EDWARD F. RANDOLPH Minister
Tioga Methodist Episcopal Church
18th and Tioga Streets, Philadelphia
—Selected by C. C. D.
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ear, recalled his parents' early love approve of the popular steps or the
for
him, their erring son,—the les- way in which most persons dance any
OF INTEREST TO YOU
sons they had taught him, the pray- step."
ers they had offered up in his behalf.
And therein lies the answer to the
The Two Roads
Overwhelmed with shame and grief,
question of dancing that to many
he dared no longer look toward the
It was New Year's night. An aged haven of his father; his darkened good and honest hearts is puzzling.
man was standing at a window. He eyes dropped teafs, and with one de.- And therein also lies the reason why
raised his mournful eyes toward the spairing effort he cried aloud, "Come I do not dance, it destroys rather than
builds up, for it is neither spiritual,
deep blue sky, where the stars were back, my early days! come back!"
Scriptural, nor moral.
floating, like white lilies on the surAnd his youth did return; for all
face of a clear, calm lake. Then he this was but a dream which visited
Is the atmosphere surrounding the
cast them on the earth, where few his slumber on New Year's night. He ballroom, to say nothing of those
more hopeless beings than himself was still young, his faults alone were numerous other less select but more
now moved toward their certain goal real. He thanked God fervently that popular dancing places, of a nature to
—the tomb.
time was still his own; that he had accentuate religious impulses? Is
Already he had passed sixty of the not yet entered the deep, dark cavern, the talk one hears, the actions one
stages which lead to it, and he had but that he was free to tred the road sees, or the thoughts one thinks, of
brought from his journey nothing leading to the peaceful land where an elevated or noble nature?
but errors and remorse. His health sunny harvests wave.
Are the remarks of the men, when
wa,s destroyed, his mind vacant, his
Ye who still linger on the thresh- alone during an intermission or after
heart sorrowful, and his old age de- old of life, doubting which path to
the dance, of the kind to inspire revoid of comfort.
choose, remember that, when years spect for womanhood in general, or
The days of his youth rose up in a are passed, and your feet stumble on for some feminine attendant in parvision before him, and he recalled the the dark mountain, you will cry bit- ticular? Can any one who ever atsolemn moment when his father had terly, but cry in vain, " 0 youth, re- tended a dance, do so again with a
placed him at the entrance of two turn ! 0 give me back my early days." silent prayer to God for His guidance
roads—one leading into a peaceful,
—Jean Paul Richer.
and His blessing? Or can he conclude
sunny land, covered with a. fertile
a dance with an appeal to Heaven for
harvest, and resounding with soft,
approval and benediction? Can any
WHY I DO NOT DANCE.
sweet songs; the other leading the
one imagine the Savior of mankind
wanderer into a deep, dark cave,
being in attendance upon an evening
By
John
C.
Thompson
whence there was no issue, where
of modern dance, where everything
poison flowed instead of water, and
from
the dress of the women to the
In recent conversation with a
where serpents hissed and crawled.
talk
of
the partners smacks of the
He looked toward the sky, and cried worldy-minded young woman, I was suggestive? Unless one can reply
out in his agony, "0 youth, return! asked, "Do you dance?" My negative with a candid and sincere "yes" to
0 my father, place me once more at reply was followed by the question, all these questions, should he allow
the entrance to life, that I may choose "Why not?"
himself to take part in the pleasures
I answered that I knew from actual of the dance? And much more, should
the better way!" But his father and
the days of his youth had both pass- experience that the dance does not I, who am trying hard to live a
contribute to one's physical, moral, or straightforward, consistent Christian
ed away.
He saw wandering lights float away spiritual powers, but rather detracts life, and who find the way difficult at
over, dark marshes, and then disap- from them. To this she gave answer times, and possibly only by the aid
pear. These were the days of his that she did not see any harm in danc- that comes from above in answer to
wasted life. He saw a star fall from ing, that it had never harmed her. I my urgent and heartfelt petitions,
heaven, and vanish in darkness. This replied, with some emphasis, that I deliberately place myself in an enwas an emblem of himself; apd the challenged either the truthfulness of vironment where the Spirit of God
sharp arrows of unavailing remorse her statement or the accuracy of her does not and can not dwell, or help me
struck him to his heart. Then he re- self-observation, and that of any one in case of need?
membered his early companions, who else who claimed he had been beneentered on life with him, but who, fitted in a single worth-while respect
Are the products of the dance
having trod the paths of virtue and by the dance.
among that class mentioned in the
of labor, were now honored and hapA silence of some duration followed Scriptures as possessing a meek and
py on this New Year's night.
before she meekly and self-conscious- Christlike spirit?
The clock in the high church-tower ly said:' "I try to dance differently
(Continued on page 7)
struck, and the sound, falling on his from prevailing fashion; for I do not
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SANCTIFICATION.
I Cor. 1:30; II Thess. 2:13.
Young's Concordance defines sanctify "To separate, to set apart." Cremer's Greek lexicon says, "The root
word is hagios, 'pure, clean, free from
stain.' " Webster gives both definitions, "To set apart for a holy use,"
and to "free from sin; to separate
from moral corruption and polution."
Applied to God, purification is excluded. Ezek. 36:23. Applied to the
Sabbath, Gen. 2:3, or the Tabernacle,
Ex. 40:10,11, is meant they are dedicated to holy use, not used for secular
purposes. Ex. 20:8;, Is. 58:13.
Paul refers to the Corinthians as
"sanctified in Christ Jesus," I Cor.
1:2; 6:11, but tells them in their life
they are carnal and not spiritual, I
Cor. 3:1-4. After enumerating the
promises to separated ones, he exhorts : "Let us cleanse ourselves from
all filthiness of the flesh—perfecting
holiness." II Cor. 6:17, 18; 7:1.
Paul wrote to the Thessalonians:
"We give thanks to God always for
you all — remembering—your—faith
—love—hope. Ye were ensamples—
from you sounded out the word of
the Lord—your faith to God-ward is
spread abroad; so that we need not
to speak anything." I Thes. 1:2-8;
2:13-14.
They were set apart to
God's service; yet Paul longed to see
them, and perfect that which was
lacking in their faith. I Thes. 3:10.
His prayer was, "The very God of
peace sanctify you wholly." I Thes.
5:23.
It is our privilege both to be separate and to live pure, for "Christ also loved the church, and gave Himself for it; that He might sanctify
it." Eph. 5:25, 26. To be sanctified
"wholly" is to have the "whole" body
"preserved blameless unto the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ." I Thes.
5:23. It is to have our entire being
separate from all sin, dedicated to
God, and infilled with God. To be
entirely sanctified we must be:
. 1. I N SPIRIT. "Your whole s p i r i t . .
. . blameless."
The pneuma is the
spiritual part of our triune being,
that part which is undying, capable
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of living, worshipping, enjoying and
knowing God. The spirit has to do
with the will, the conscience and the
divine love. To be wholly sanctified
in spirit is to be cleansed from all
filthinss of the spirit; II Cor. 7 : 1 ;
cleansed by the blood, cleansed by
the Word, cleansed by fire. It is to
be free from all such sins as idolatry,
witchcraft and hatred; free from all
such errors as spiritualism, theosophy and Christian Science, falsely
so called. It is to bear the fruit of
the Spirit. Gal. 5:22, 23. It is to
have all prayer, testimony, preaching
and teaching inspired by the Spirit
of God, and free from taint of selfconsciousness or desire for selfglory. It is to be able to worship
God always in spirit and in truth
John 4:23, 24.
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The Scriptures are clear as to the
manner of the work wrought in us.
We are sanctified by,
1. GOD'S WILL
The will of God is the source of our
sanctification. "By the which will we
are sanctified," Heb. 10:10. "This is
the will of God, even your sanctification." I Thes. 4:3.
"It is God's will that we be separate from sinners," II Cor. 6:14-18;
"pure in heart," I John 3:3, and "perfect in, love." I John 4:17, 18.
God's purpose for His children is
expressed in His command, "As he
which hath called you is holy, so be
ye holy." I Pet. 1:15-16. "Be holy
and without blemish before Him in
love." Eph. 1:3. R. V.
2. CHRIST'S BLOOD
"His own blood," Heb. 13:12; is
2. I N SOUL. "Your whole . . . . the ground of our sanctification.
soul . . . . blameless." The psyche is What God commanded He provided
the intellectual part of our being. It in the atonement.
"Through the
is the seat of thought, of sensitive- Dlood"—we are made "perfect." Heb.
ness, of anxiety, fear, reason, in- 13:20, 21. Peter speaks of "sanctifistinct ; and human love. To be wholly cation," and the "sprinkling of
sanctified in soul is to be free from blood." I Pet. 1:2. John says, "The
the torture of self-condemnation, blood—cleanseth us from all sin."
Rom. 8-1; free from the pain of self- I Jno. 1:7.
pity, Matt. 6-22, Margin; free from
After we are born of God, Jno. 3:
the blot of self-exaltation; free from 3-8, and have been buried with Him
unholy thoughts, Phil. 4 : 8 ; free from in baptism, Rom. 6:3-6, and receive
cravings for earthly sympathy. It is the Holy Spirit, Acts 19:2-6, we do
to have the mind of Christ, Phil. 2 not practice sin. I John 3:9, do not
:5; to bring every thought into cap- continue in sin.
Rom. 6:1-2, but
tivity to the obedience of Christ. II reckon ourselves "dead indeed unto
Cor. 10:5; to be made perfect in love. sin." Rom. 6:11, and "free from sin."
I John 4:18; to be satisfied with God. Rom. 6:22.
We walk in the light
Prov. 4:11, 12.
and are "blameless." Phil. 2:15, II
Pet. 3:14. We know nothing against
3. I N BODY. "Your whole
ourselves, I Cor. 4:4, R. v.; having a
body
blameless." The soma is conscience void of offense, Acts 24:
the physical part of our being. To 16, have no "condemnation," Rom. 8:
be wholly sanctified in body is to be 1, and are saved from all known,
free from sinful habits, free from conscious "sin," Rom. 1:22.
lustful desires, free from sensual inBut we cannot say "we have not
dulgences, free from untrue, unclean, sinned," I John 1:10, in the past, or
unkind speech, free from all dishon- that "we have no sin," I John 1:8, in
esty, free from all greed of gain. It the present to be cleansed from. God
is to present the body, even the sex- can see sin of which we are utterly
ual life, as a living sacrifice to God. unconscious, which every moment
Rom. 12:1; is to have the body as the needs the blood; so "the blood cleantemple of the Holy Spirit, I Cor. 6:20, seth," present progressive tense, goes
Revised Version.
It is to eat and on cleansing and does not permit any
drink and do all to the glory of God. sin to stain us, so long as we "walk
I Cor. 10:31.
in the light," I John 1.17. Uncon-
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scious sin is instantly cleansed by the
blood; and we are kept clean. We
are never "fair" in ourselves. If
"there is no spot," Songs of Sol. 4:7,
it is because the blood cleanses, His
love covers.
Sanctification is instantaneous and
progressive.
We are made pure,
then moment by moment we are kept
pure, and go on to maturity, from
"faith to faith." Rom. 1:17; "from
glory to-glory," II Cor. 3:18. There
is a moment when we yield, a moment when God cleanses, a moment
when we have the witness of the
Spirit. This is the beginning of a
holy life. Then we go on unto perfection. As we are faithful we shall
be made perfect in love and in every
good word and work to do His will,
II Thes. 2:16, 17; Heb. 13:20, 21.
We are chosen in Him that we should
be holy and without blame before
Him in love, Eph. 1:4. We are to be
kept by the power of God unto salvation, ready to be revealed at the
last time, I Pet. 1:5. We are to be
preserved "blameless," and finally
presented faultless before His throne
with exceeding joy, Jude 21, at the
coming of . . . Christ. Faithful is He
that calleth us, who also will do it.
Praise His name!
3. GOD'S WORD
"The Word of His Grace," Acts 20:
32, is the instrument of sanctification, John 17:17. God's Word, hid
in the heart, keeps from sin.
It
cleanses our way. Ps. 119:9, 11.
4. GOD'S SPIRIT
The Holy Spirit is the divine, omnipotent, effective agent in our
sanctification by the Holy Ghost,
Rom. 15:16. The Holy Spirit is the
personal witness to our sanctification.
"By one offering He hath perfected
forever them that are sanctified. . . .
The Holy Spirit also is a witness to
us." Heb. 10:14, 15.
5. OUR WILL
We sanctify ourselves. Ex. 19:22;
purify ourselves, I John 3:3; II Tim.
2:21, when in humility and faith we
set ourselves apart for God to work
in us to will and to do of His good
pleasure, Phil. 2:13, yield yourselves
unto God, Rom. 6:13, yield our mem-
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bers to righteousness, Rom. 6:19, and
let God cleanse us.
6. OUR FAITH
Our hearts are purified "by faith."
Acts 15:9. Faith is the instrumental,
human means whereby we obtain an
inheritance among them which are
sanctified. Acts 26:18.
Wesley said: "Exactly as we are
justified by faith, we are sanctified
by faith."
Fletcher said: "The same spirit of
faith which initially purifies our
hearts when we believe the pardoning
love of God, completely cleanses them
when we fully believe His sanctifying
love."
Wiliam Carvosso said: "I began
to exercise faith, and a heavenly influence filled the room; refining fire
went through my heart illuminated
my soul, scattered its life through
every part and sanctified the whole.
I then received the full witness of the
Spirit that the blood of Jesus had
cleansed me from all sin.
I was
emptied of self and sin, and filled
with God. I was nothing, and Christ
was all in all." Gal. 2:20.
A Hallelujah lass, in Whitechapel
Road, gave her experience in the following parable: "After I was saved
I found some things in my heart not
right. There seemed to be cobwebs
in the corners. I used to sweep them
out by watchfulness and prayer, but
they would always come again. For
some time I kept on sweeping out the
cobwebs, only to find them soon to appear. But one day the Lord came and
killed the spider; and there have been
no cobwebs since."
The wholly sanctified.
1. Count disappointment, His appointment. Rom. 8:28.
2. Love holiness more than happiness. Phil. 3:8.
3. Are more ready to criticise
themselves than others. Phil. 2:3.
4. "Do much good and make little
noise." I Thes. 4:11.
5. Love God's precepts as much as
his promises. Ps. 119:127, 128, 159.
6. Believe God and fear nothing.
Acts 27:25.
7. Are dead to human praise, Rom,
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6:8, and rejoice in persecution. Matt.
5:12; Acts 5:41.
8. Choose the worst suffering rather than the least sin. Dan. 3:15, 18.
9. Keep their hearts lowest where
their positions are highest. Matt.
20:26, 27.
10. Seek to be better in prcictice
than appearance.
11. "Render the greatest good for
the greatest evil." Matt. 5:39-44.
12. "Glory in tribulation." Rom. 6:
3, and "count it all joy," Jas. 1:2,
when besieged by temptation.
—Selected..
"Man cannot outgrow the Bible till
he outgrows his need of God."
"Amid hopeless circumstances, he
hopefully believed" (Rom. 4.18, Weymouth's translation).
We are told that Abraham could
look at his own body and consider it
as good as dead without being discouraged, because he was not looking;
at himself, but at the Almighty One.
He did not stagger at the promise,
but stood straight up unbending beneath his mighty load of blessing;
and instead of growing weak he waxed strong in the faith, grew more
robust, the more difficulties became
apparent, glorifying God through His
very sufficiency and being "fully persuaded" (as the Greek expresses it)
"that he who had promised was,"
not able, but as it literally means
"abundantly able," munificently able,
able with an infinite surplus of resources, infinitely able "to perform."
He is the God of boundless resources.
The only limit is in us. Our asking
our thinking, our praying are too
small; our expectations are too limited. He is trying to lift us up to a
higher conception, and lure us on to
a mightier expectation and appropriation. Oh, shall we put Him in
derision? There is no limit to what
we may ask and expect of our glorious El-Shaddai; and there is but one
measure here given for His blessing;
and that is "according to the power
that worketh in us."—A. B. Simpson.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
THE CHURCH AND THE WORLD ject. He said "I was visiting at a
"Ti ey are not of the world, even
as I am not of the world," was the
way that Jesus spoke of His disciples,
to His Father, in the last great prayer He offered up for them. God from
the beginning of Biblical History had
chosen first one and then another to
be messengers to the world. They
were men whom God knew were men
of faith and courage.
Moses, the
great Hebrew leader chose affliction
with the people of God, rather than
the pleasures of sin (or what the
world offers) for a season. To be a
follower (disciple) of God, meant to
him the renunciation of all worldly
honors and chances of advancement
in material things. But he gained by
this sacrifice, for he became Israel's
law giver and leader and a friend of
God. We have others, Jeremiah,
Elijah, Isaiah, who because they followed the Lord and obeyed Him, suffered imprisonment and torture, but
God commended them and they received the reward of the faithful.
Paul, who calls himself a Hebrew of
the Hebrews, a great man in the Jewish Synagogue, left it all at Christ's
call and endured persecution and finally was beheaded at Rome, because
he knew that to be a follower of
Christ meant separation from the
world. He says in referring to some
of the things he endured, (I count
them but dung that I might win
Christ). The followers of Christ today, are still a people who are s e p a r ated from the world, and have their
affections on Jesus and Heaven.
There is a poem, one verse of which
reads:
The Church and the world go hand
in hand
And only the Master who knoweth
all, can tell the two apart.
Is not this a sign of the last times,
when the apostate church has left
her love for Christ and is courting
the world. A minister used this illustration, when speaking on this sub-

certain home, and at supper time I
noticed among other good things on
the table, a bowl of apple butter and
a bowl of "smear-case." One child
sitting near me took a spoonful of
the apple butter and then used the
same spoon and dipped it into the
'"smear-case". This happened several times, until when he wanted
some apple butter, he said he could
not tell which bowl it was in." Our
Roman Catholic friends think that to
be separated from the world, means
seclusion in monasteries or convents,
but Jesus said, "I pray not that thou
shouldst take them out of the world,
but that Thou shouldst keep them
from the evil that is in the world."
Everything that keeps us from serving God is of the world, whether it
be pleasure, however innocent it may
seem, or business or even our social
life may all work against the soul
who desires to be a true follower of
Jesus. One hymn says, "This world
is not a friend, to grace, to help us
unto God." Let us take up the cross
for Jesus and keep ourselves unspotted from the world.
Norman E. Church,
Kindersley, Sask.
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things work together for good to
them that love the Lord." Rom. 8:
28. Jesus said, "Blessed are the pure
in heart for they shall see God." We
understand by this that we need not
wait till we see Him face to face, but
in our every day life as we keep looking to the Lord, we can see His working.
Yes we will realize that. "Moment
by moment." We are under His care.'
In Heb. 12:1, 2 we have these words,
"Let us run with patience the race
that is set before us looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher of our
faith, who for the joy that was set
before Him endured the cross." We
also can bear the cross by looking to
Jesus. He was not the only one tha,t
had a cross to bear.

Must Jesus bear the cross alone,
and all the world go free. No there
is a cross for everyone and there is
a cross for me. When the cross is
heavy to bear and there is pressure
on pressure then is when we need to
"look up to heaven" "lest we be
wearied and faint in our minds."
They looked unto Him and were
lightened. Ps. 34:5. Praise the Lord
how many times when God's children
are going through the fiery furnace
and through the deep waters and are
in heaviness through manifold temptations that when they look to Jesus
they are lightened. David says, "Oh
Lord in the morning will I direct my
LOOKING UNTO JESUS
prayer and will look up." How we
By Martha Resor.
need each morning look to the Lord
While reading the 7th chapter of for wisdom and guidance through the
Acts my mind was drawn to the 54th day with its new opportunities and
and 55th verses: "When they heard privileges, yes every step we need
these things they were cut to the to keep our eyes on Jesus or we shall
heart and they gnashed on him with be as Peter when he saw the waves
their teeth. But he being full of the he was afraid and began to sink. We
Holy Ghost looked up steadfastly un- meet many obstacles in the pathway
to heaven and saw the glory of God of life and when we look to circumand Jesus standing on the right hand stances we will surely sink under the
of God." When we are gnashed up- load, but by looking to Jesus He will
on whether it is in a physical way or work for us if we wait on Him. Since
merely with sharp words or criticism the beginning of the world men have
then is when we need to look up not heard nor perceived by the ear
steadfatstly unto heaven and by so neither hath the eye seen, 0 God,
doing we also may be able to see the beside thee, what He hath prepared
glory of God. When we can take ev- for Him that waiteth for him: Isa.
erything to God in prayer then is 64:4. Jonah said, "I am cast out of
when we are able to "know that all thy sight yet I will look again toward

I
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thy holy temple. Jonah 2:4. Could
any one be in a more deplorable condition then Jonah was at this time.
No the three Hebrew children in the
fiery furnace nor Daniel in the lions'
den was not in a worse condition
then Jonah was at this time when he
was swallowed by the whale but he
looked toward the holy temple of the
Lord in his great agony and was
marvelously delivered and went and
preached unto those Ninavites. They
repented in sackcloth and God turned away his fierce anger. We need to
refer to another passage.
I t is not enough for us to look up
but Jesus told us to look on the
fields, "Say not ye, there are yet
four months, and then cometh harvest? behold I say unto you lift up
your eyes and look on the fields for
they are white already to harvest.
Jno. 4:35. Oh the field is ripe and
many sheaves to gather in. Many
are on the broad way to darkness
never having heard the name of Jesus. There are many Macadonia
calls sounding forth. "Come over and
help us." Many hungry souls are
looking to us for the bread and water
of eternal life. Shall we go and give
them to eat, can we give them a cup
of cold water to quench their thirst
both in the homeland and heathen
lands, that are looking to us for
light. Oh beloved let us arise and
shine for Jesus has given us light,
let us look on the fields and as we
look let us pray and pray earnestly
for the Lord of the harvest to send
forth laborers into His harvest. But
some of us can do more than pray,
we can give. When Jesus looked on
that great multitude with compassion he said to the disiciples, "Give
ye them to eat."
Our missionary
funds are often quite low, are we doing our best. If that poor widow
would have kept back one mite it
would have had the appearance that
she loved herself equal to her Lord,
but she gave all. Then others can
do still more. They can go. Oh dear
young people lay down the strength
of youth, at Jesus feet today. Do not
hold one thing back from Him, but
give Him all. Sell out to Him for
time and for eternity. His cross is
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not greater than His grace.
We wish to refer to one more passage in Isa. 45:22. Look unto me
and be ye saved all ye ends of the
earth. Should any soul be burdened
with sin or in distress look to Jesus.
He is able to save you, he will take
away the burden if you look to Him.
Tho your sins be as scarlet they
shall be as white as snow, tho they
be red as crimson they shall be as
wool. Isa. 1:18. If we confess our
sins he is just and faithful to forgive
us our sins and to cleanse us from
all unrighteousness. 1 Jno. 1:9.If any one desires one of my booklets, "Our Bible," you may have one
for the asking.
Wakarusa, Indiana.

PRAYER AND THE GOODNESS OF
GOD
The Lord is good, a strong hold in
the day of trouble and He knoweth
them tha,t trust in Him. Nah. 1:7.
Turn ye to the stronghold, ye prisoners of hope. Zech. 9:12.
Our many misconceptions regarding prayer have led us into serious
errors in our ideas of God. We presume on His goodness, forgetting
that His infinite knowledge, His wisdom or justice may prevent His
granting our requests, forgetting
too, that our unworthy motives,
our unreceptive attitude or our unwillingness to listen and obey, may be
the insurmountable barriers shutting
out these longed for blessings.
Our part in prayer is not a small
one. We must seek God, we must
wait for God, we must listen to God,
we must place ourselves a;t His disposal, we must give God a chance to
enrich us and use us for His own wise
and good purposes.
What a force prayer would be in
our lives if we really believed this!
How transforming, compared with
the idea that prayer is begging God
for certain gifts or blessings or pleading for our own way.
Let us follow up these requirements
and see where they lead. In seeking
for anyone, we naturally go where
we think we will find them. Where
shall we look for God? Jesus sought
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seclusion when He wanted to talk to
His Father, and to His disciples He
said, "When thou prayest, enter into
thy closet and when thou hast shut
the door pray to thy Father who is
in secret." Away from the whirl of
the world's activities, we are sure to
find God.
—Sel.
ALONE
It is human to stand with the crowd, it
is divine to stand alone. It is man-like
to follow the people, to drift with the tide;
it is God-like to follow a principle to stem
the tide.
It is natural to compromise conscience
and to follow the social and religious fashion
for the sake of gain or pleasure; it is divine to sacrifice both on the altar of truth
and duty.
"No man stood with me, but all men
forsook me" wrote the battle-scarred apostle
in describing his first appearance before
Nero to answer for his life for believing
and teaching contrary to the Roman world.
Truth has been out of fashion since man
changed his robe of fadeless light for a
garment of faded leaves.
Noah built and voyaged alone His neighbors laughed at his strangeness and perished in style.
Abraham wandered and worshipped alone.
Sodsmites smiled at the simple shepherd,
followed the fashion, and fed the flames.
Daniel dined and prayed alone. Elijah
sacrificed and witnessed alone.
Jeremiah
prophesied and wept alohe. Jesus loved and
died alone.
And of the lonely way His disciples should
walk He said: "Straight is the gate and
narrow is the way which leadeth unto life,
and few there be that find it."
Of their treatment by the many who walk
in the broad way, He said: "If ye were of
the world, the world would love his own;
but because ye are not of the world, therefore the world hateth you."
The church in the wilderness praised
Abraham and persecuted Moses.
The
church of the Kings praised Moses and persecuted the prophets.
The church of Caiphas praised the prophets and persecuted Jesus. The church
of the popes praised the Savior and persecuted the saints. And multitudes now,
both in the church and in the world, applaudthe courage and fortitude of the patriarchs
and prophets, the apostles and martyrs, but
condemn as stubbornness or foolishness like
faithfulness to truth today.
Wanted, today, men and women, young
and old, who will obey their convictions of
truth and duty at the cost of fortune and
friends and life itself.—<.Sel.)
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Why I Do Not Dance
(Continued from page 2)
A young woman, feeling that the
dance was a proper place for her, and
that she could be good and do good
there, took occasion to ask one of her
partners of the evening if he were a
Christian.
"Am I a what?" he replied.
"No; are you ?"
"Yes," she answered proudly.
"Then you have no business here,"
was his plain but meaningful retort.
That the dance, even in its higher
forms which long ago were supplanted, by the present-day suggestive,
sensual, and actually vulgar dances,
was a school of immorality, a debaser
of morals, and a feeder of the brothel,
is supported by much evidence.
When a president of a dancing masters' association admits that threefourths of. the inhabitants of the
brothel are there from the ball-room,
and that the recruits must come the
same way, it seems time to wake out
of sleep and to ask the question, Am
I my sister's keeper? The most accomplished dancers are the most degraded. They are the graduates. It
is enough to cause us to blush to be
told that we, under a 'no-harm' banner, have had a part in influencing toward shame those whom we should
have helped—When we are told by
these fallen women themselves that
one hundred sixty-three out of two
hundred inmates of brothels, or, in
other words, that of the five hundred thousand started from the ballroom, and that their average life of
shame is about six years, we are
amazed at ourselves for even entertaining for a moment a doubt on this
question."
That I or you were not noticeably
debased when we made a habit of
dancing, is no argument. Finer sensibilities may have been imperceptibly dulled, never to become so acute
again. I may have been one of the
fortunate few who largely escaped.
As a boy, like most boys, I used to
take chances hopping on and off rapidly moving trains. I did not happen
to meet with accident or disaster; but
a companion of mine did. Many oth-
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ers have. It was dangerous business
for me to engage in, and I was always taking a chance. But I quit
hopping frieghts before disaster overtook me.
Some may "jump"
freights all their lives, and not be injured; but many are killed or maimed for life. Thus with dancing.—Sel.
MIRACLES
By E. S. Weidman
The modern mind pays homage to
its inherent intellectual acumen, and
refuses to accept as plausible any
phenomenon which does not eventually, if not readily, submit itself to
proof. There must of necessity, according to this inflexible, self-imposed
intellectual dogma, be found attached
to every occurrence in organic or inorganic life determining factors
which may be discovered, traced, and
classified in some department of the
accepted scientific category of the
day. Thus all phenomena are limited
as to their origin and operation to the
field of man's scientific hypotheses or
deductions.
The right is reserved, by the modern so-called "liberal" thinker, to accept what appeals to his intellectual
scruples, and to reject all else that
may not be comprehended in his materialistic conception of natural occurrences. An exponent of this type
of scientific thinking, which is really
most superficial, and therefore most
deceptive, tinctured as it is with an
unscholarly intellectual bias, thus attempts to dispose of the miraculous
interposition of the Creator's power:
"Joshua making the sun stand still
may be poetry, and the story of Jonah and the great fish may be a parable; the miraculous aspects of the
plagues in Egypt, and the magic fall
of Jericho's walls may be legendary
heightenings of historical events; the
amazing tales of Elijah and Elisha
may be largely folk lore; and in the
New Testament, finding a coin in the
fish's mouth to pay the temple tax, or
wajking on the water, or biasing a
tree with a curse, may be just such
stories as always have been associat-
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ed with an era of outstanding personalities and creative spiritual power.
Certainly I find some of the miracle
narratives of Scripture historically
incredible." The credulity of the incredulous is astounding. The same
mind which accepts as historical facts
incidents recorded in secular history,
rejects as fully authoritative and as
well authenticated contemporaneous
incidents recorded in sacred history.
The same attitude of mind which adopts an undemonstrated and unproved scientific hypothesis (evolution) having its inception in the ma r
terial realm, using it as the basis for
an explanation of all past spiritual as
well as material phenomena, refuses
to admit the probality of the interposition of a supernatural power
which may operate according to laws
which are not discovered or apprehended by the finite mind.
Natural laws are often made to
work in opposition to one another.
The towering symmetry of the rugged oak tree is made possible only by
the predominating operation of the
power of attraction of the sun's rays
exerted upon the tender shoots and
flexible limbs and trunk of the young
plant, thus negativing the downward
pull of gravity. The operation of the
law of inertia finally neutralizes the
propulsive force of the law of motion when a coasting car comes to a
standstill at the, base of an incline.
The law of impulsive energy employed
when a stone is thrown upward is
neutralized a,nd then made inoperative by the potency of the law of
gravity which stops the upward progress of the stone and pulls it downward. In nearly every movement of
a man's body he works in opposition
to some of nature's laws.
The miraculous is in the realm of
the supernatural. The law of the supernatural transcends the law of the
natural. Shall we not allow the same
prerogative of active influence to the
Creator of all natural and supernatural materials and forces as we constantly appropriate to ourselves ? May
not the God of the finite and of the
(Continued on page 14)
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MARRIAGES
OBERHOLSER-MUSSER
On November 11th, a t the home of Bro.
and Sr. B. L. Musser of Shippensburg, Pa.
there occurred the marriage of their daughter Fanny to Martin Oberholser, son Aaron
Oberholser of Chambersburg, Pa.
Our prayer is that God's richest blessing
may attend them through life. Bish. David
H. Wenger performed the ceremony.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Centre County Mission, in charge of Levi F . and
Lizzie M. Sheetz, Howard, P a .
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder Henry P .
and Sr. Fern Heisey, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Kentucky
Mission Field, in charge of Overseer,
Bishop Wilber Snider.
Mooretown Mission, Mich., in charge of Eld. Chas.
E. Engle and wife, Sandusky, Mich., R. 4.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage,
Florin, Pa., Anna
Witmer,
Matron.
Jabboh Orphanage, Thomas Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr.
Katie Bollinger, and John DeHaan and wife.

ter Mrs. Minnie Bowers of Lancaster; a son
Miller Grove of Middletown, 22 grandchildren and 47 great grandchildren. Three
other children are deceased.
Funeral services were held from her late
home at 1:30 Wednesday afternoon, conducted by Bish. L. 0 . Musser and Jacob N.
Martin. TexU Rev. 14, 13. Interment in
the East Donegal cemetery.

My
My
My
GROVE—Mrs. Elizabeth Grove died Oc- My
tober 24, 1926, at her home near Marrietta, My
Pa. from infirmities of advanced age, she
My
being 101 years, 4 months and 27 days. She
was a member of the Brethren in Christ My
church and was the oldest member of this
denomination in Lancaster Co. She was My
the widow of the late Daniel Grove, who
My
died 59 years ago.
Besides her daughter. Mrs. Isaac Eshelman with whom she had her home for many My
years she is also survived by another daugh-

OBITUARIES

THE GREATEST OF ALL.

Greatest Loss—To lose my soul.
Greatest Gain—Christ my Saviour.
Greatest Object—To glorify God.
Greatest Prize—A crown of Glory.
Greatest Work—To win souls for Christ.
Greatest Joy—God's salvation.
Greatest Inheritance—Heaven and its
glories.
Greatest Victory—Over death through
Christ.
Greatest Neglect—To neglect so great
a salvation.
Greatest Crime—To reject Christ the
only Savior.
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Old Peoples' Home

Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and Lottie
Engle, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, P a .

Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa
Bishop and Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Wanezi Mission,
Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs, John A. Climenhaga, Elder R. H.
Mann, and Miss Annie E. Winger, Matopo Mission,
Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Eld. and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Eld. and Mrs. Henry B.
Brubaker, Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss Sadie Book,
Mary E. Heisey, Anna R. Engle, Mtshabezi Mission,
Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa,
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Miss Martha M. Kauffman, and Miss Beulah Musser, Macha Mission,
Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Sikalongo Mission,
Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.

India
Sr. Ruth E. Byer, Sr. Ella Gayman, Sr. Katie Smith.
Saharsa, B. & N. Ry., India.
Elder and Mrs. George Paulus, Sr. Mary Dick, Sr.
Effie Rohrer, Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., India.
Brethren in Christ Mission Rest Home, Gloven, No.
48 Aukland Road, Darjeeling, India.

Home on Furlough
Eld. and Sr. H. J. Frey, Upland, Calif.
A. D. M. and Nellie M. Dick, Lemoyne, Cumb Co.,
Pennsylvania.
Eld. and Sr. Myron Taylor, 690 First Ave., Upland,
California.
Sallie K. Doner, 117 Cherry St., Palmyra, Pa.
Anna Steckley, Gormley, Ont., c. o. Joseph Steckley.

Treasurers of the Different Boards
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014 Spring
Garden St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, P a .
Publication Board—D. H. Wenger, Shippensburg, Pa.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kansas.

My Greatest Privilege—Power to become a
Son of God.
My Greatest Bargain—The loss of all things
to win Christ.
My Greatest Profit—Godliness in this life
and that to come.
My Greatest Peace—The peace that passeth
understanding.
My Greatest Knowledge—To know God and
Jesus Christ.
Selected by N. E. C.
A brother who was seeking to live near
to God said to me on one occasion. Something is wrong and I believe it is my tobacco. He concluded to give it up and soon
received the baptism of the Holy Ghost. The
minister who uses tobacco should not enter
a Christian home where the children have
been taught by parents not to use it. If
he does he absolutely does wrong, his influence in that home will be injured thereby. And if a ten year old son of such a
minister were to request a cigar of him,
could he with good face deny the boy. Why
not abandon such a useless and expensive
habit.
Selected from Visitor of June 15, 1897.
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Reports
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA
On a recent Sunday morning in the closing period of our Sunday School we had
the pleasure of hearing a rehearsal of
scriptures memorized by the children of
the primary department in the past year.
We believe every one was surprised and
blest who was there. To hear classes repeat
chapters freely was a great inspiration but
the greatest blessing was to hear children
of as early an age as four years readily and
distinctly repeat whole Psalms. To thus
commit God's Word in early life is a great
er heritage than silver and gold.
Bro. A. L. Eshelman whose address is
1293 E. 9th St., Upland, has been chosen
for
our Sunday
School
superintendent for 1927. May he as well as all others
who are about to enter into this important
position throughout the church have our
earnest prayers and co-operative encouragement.
Revival meetings—These began November 28 and closed Sunday, December 19.
God's presence was with us in mighty power. God spoke through our beloved Bro.
Schneider in a clear way, and people were
caused to see the joy of living a fully surrendered life to God. On the other hand
the awfulness of rejecting God's free salvation through Jesus Christ our Lord was
set forth and heavy conviction came on
many hearts. A goodly number came forward at different times to the altar of prayer, for their various needs, and received
freely as they yielded to God. No doubt
however that much heavy conviction was
stifled, and we fear some may have said
"no" to the Holy Spirit for the last time.
We are praying that the revival may continue, although meetings have closed.
Love feast—We met at 10:00 a. m. Saturday, December 18 in the old-fashioned
way as to time and God blest us in the very
first meeting. I feel if we as a people would
honor God by giving a whole day in preparation for our communion we would receive much greater blessings at these times.
Showers of blessings fell on us in the afternoon as the saints gave expression to their
joy in various, yet natural ways. Praise God
for the joy of full salvation. Upward of
two hundred engaged in the washing of the
saint's feet, and partook of the emblems of
the broken body and shed blood of our precious Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ in the
evening. We are happy obeying God's
Word, and the spiritual man was strengthened. We were glad to have Bish. M. G.
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Engle of Abilene, Kans. and Eld. D L. Graybill of Filer, Idaho with us on this occasion
as ministers, there in connection with Eld.
Schneider our evangelist, were used to richly feed us on the things of God.
J. H. Byer, Cor.

A LETTER
Greetings:
I have often felt I should write a few
lines for the Visitor. This, day I promised
the Lord I would obey Him in all things. I
was led to write my experience, I am glad
—and was often glad that I gave my
heart to the Lord when I was young. I
was a girl of 14 years old when I gave my
heart to the Lord.
I feel to praise the
Lord that He has followed me in my youth
and gave me a will to serve Him as long
as I live.
So many of my schoolmates
made a start to serve the Lord; a brother's
children got in trouble about their soul.
There father came to my father and said
"Come with me, my children are in trouble
about their soul." My father and oldest
brother went with him. Six came out that
evening, the one was my brother. When
they told me how it went it was a shock
for me. The next evening we had prayer
meeting at our home, I felt so heavy after
the others came out on the Lord's side, but
I held back, two spirits were working with
me that whole evening. The one was the
good Spirit and the other was the bad
spirit. The one said I should confess and
the other said I am too young. The enemy
made me believe that father and mother
would not like it when I make a start to
serve the Lord.
The Lord gave me a will to come out the
same evening, father and mother were
glad and I found out that the enemy told
me an untruth. O, it is our duty to be on
watch, for the enemy is so busy to lead us
astray from the narrow way that leads to
the Lord. When I obeyed the good Spirit
I had it good. I was led to be baptized a,nd
I obeyed and was happy. When I was willing to take up my Cross and follow Jesus
I had it good, and so it is to this day: we
can make an easy way and we can make a
hard way if we are not willing to take the
way with the Lord.
I am so glad that the Lord can do for
us what we can't do if we commit all to
the Lord. I was bothered with doubts, the
enemy kept m e doubting for a long time;
I am so glad the Lord showed me a better
way since I commit my all to Him I am
happy on the way but at times I have lone
ly times when I think on those that have
gone before. We lived a nice time together and had a family of seven children and
they all gave their hearts to the Lord. I
praise the Lord for His goodness and mercy
to me and to my dear children. My prayer
is to God that we may be kept faithful
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and true to the Lord until death.
I had mentioned about doubts.
It was
all about myself. The enemy made me believe I was not right with God. A few weeks
before papa died, I had a wonderful dream.
I dreamt it was a big water and many
people were there and each one jumped in
and floated on top of the water for joy.
The time came when I was to jump in the
water, but O, how I feared; I felt that
doubting Spirit but the Lord gave me a
will to jump in and I floated on the water
and leaped for joy in my soul. The Lord
wants all our will. I am so glad the Lord
can help in time of need if we commit all
•to Him. GLORY! GLORY! GLORY to the
Lord on high. I want to consecrate my
whole will to His will, PRAISE THE
LORD!
Elizabeth S. Musser,
Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Mother had reached the age of 86 years,
and since this was written she fell asleep,
awaiting the Resurrection Morning.
In
order to carry out her desire, we as a family thought good to have it appear in the
Visitor.
B. L. Musser.

HOPE FOR HIM.
How often do we hear parents say
of a mischievous boy: "I would not
mind so much if I could only believe
him." Whatever his other traits,
truth is essentially the touchstone of
a boy's character. The following is
a case in point:
"I don't know that you will be able
to do much with him," said a father
to the principal of a school, to whom
he had brought his son as a pupil,
"he is so full of mischief."
"Does h e tell the truth?" asked the
principal. "Can I always depend upon his word?"
"Oh, yes," said the father, "he is.
honest; he will tell the truth, even
when it is against himself; you may
depend upon that."
"Then we can manage him," said
the principal. "He will make a reliable, manly man."—Selected.
The Lord Jehovah is my song,
My strength and my salvation too,
I'll serve Him daily in the throng,
And in the home in all I do.
He did so very much for me
That I will serve Him faithfully.

•
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Foreign Missionary Department
Edited by H. Frances Davidson, Grantham, Pa.
THERE'S NO POCKET IN A SHROUD.
Use your money while you're living,
Do not hoard it to be proud;
You can never take it with you
There's no pocket in a shroud.
Gold can help you on no farther
Than the graveyard where you'll lie
And though rich while you are living,
You're a pauper when you die.
Use it then./some life to brighten,
As through life you weary plod;
Place your bank account in heaven
And grow richer toward your God.
Help us preach this glorious Gospel
To the many or the few;
Put some money into Missions;
Plainly, Sir: This is for YOU.
Selected by Sister Kauffman.

Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rho.
Nov. 14, 1926.
Dear Readers of the Visitor:
Beloved now are we the sons of
God, and it doth not yet appear what
we shall be; but we know that when
he shall appear, we shall be like him,
for we shall see him as he is. I John
3:2.
These words came to my mind today after listening to a stirring message from our Native Teacher, David. He warned the people of turning
away from the way of the Lord, using the Children of Israel as an example. He also pointed out the signs
of the soon return of our Lord. What
a day it will be for those who are
ready! Surely that day is near. The
falling away from the ways of the
Lord, which we see on every side is
' but one sign.
I am sure some would have enjoyed being with us this past week. On
Friday the village schools closed, and
as the custom is, they came here to
give their closing programs. These
progams are quite original, each teacher chooses his own songs, Scriptures, or whatever he wishes to give.
The programs usually consist of
songs, repeating Scripture verses,

and sometimes some little drill which
the teacher may have made up. The
more advanced pupils sometimes repeat a little poem in English. The
singing is always quite good, considering they are taught' by the native
teacher only. We always enjoy these
programs, for they show development
and make us feel it is worth while.
This year several of the schools
were unable to come in because of a
death. One of our members passed
away, and we are glad to say he has
left us well, as the people expressed
it. He was ill but a few days, however before the end he realized that
he was going. He called some of the
members and straightened up a fewmatters and then seemed ready to
go. His one request was that he
might go in the day time. He asked
to be lifted up that he might see the
sun. He said, "Yes the sun is going
down, I want to go." As they laid
him down again, he quietly passed
away. How blessed they who die in
the Lord! Our hearts cannot be sad;
it is but a farewell for a short time.
There is a great deal of sickness
and death about us. The past few
days, or perhaps better to say nights,
w e have heard the shooting of guns
and the beating of drums in one of
the near by villages, because of the
death of one of their number. Death
brings sorrow wherever it occurs,
but we cannot realize the sadness,
no nor the horror, with which these
people look upon death. Their waitings and doings are horrifying to us
who have been freed from superstition and doubts, how much more to
those who are yet steeped in darkness. Of course the Christians do
not participate in these heathen wailings.
We are just entering upon our
rainy season and consequently the
planting time. This is always a busy
time of the year and will be so espec' ially this year as we are one less. Sr.
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Musser has gone to the Cape for a
much needed rest.
However, we
have this promise, "As the days so
shall thy strength be." His promises
are as sure as God Himself, so we
will trust and not be afraid.
While we are planting and harvesting the natural grains, our hearts
long to see a harvest of spiritual
fruits. Will you pray that we as
God's workers in tnis land may truly
sow the seeds of salvation, and that
God may water them with the dews
from heaven, until they spring up
and bring forth fruit for His glory.
We crave a continued interest in
your prayers. May God's blessing be
upon His flock in the home land.
I
close with these words of Jesus,
"Pray ye therefore the Lord of the
harvest, that He will send forth laborers into His harvest."
Yours, happy in His service,
Martha M. Kauffman.

1

DOES IT PAY?
Missionaries and other persons interested in the spread of the Gospel
often have reason to think that it
requires unremitting labor and an
almost inexhaustable supply of patience to induce the heathen to become
interested in spiritual things and to
draw them to Christ. It requires
daily teaching or frequent visits to
their homes; line upon line and precept upon precept must be given, and
even then some people are tempted
to be discouraged because visible results are so meager.
People want statistics; they want
to know just how many have been
converted; how many are on the
Church records; how many inquirers
schools. Give us definite results of
there are; and how many are in the
your work, they tell us. But who can
measure results? Who can tell how
far that little candle has thrown its
beams amid the darkness of heathendom? Or to change the figure, what
seed will grow and bear fruit for
eternity. The missionary certainly
cannot tell. One alone can and the
real results rest with Him who has
said: "My word * * * shall not return
unto me void, but it shall accomplish

-
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that which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it."
Isa. 55-11.
»
A few illustrations may help to
widen our vision along this line. We
heard one missionary tell of visiting
a heathen section of the country, a
part as yet untouched by the Gospel.
As he passed through he preached
at the various villages. A number of
years went by before he was able to
visit again the same district, but he
found one women who could repeat
nearly all he had told them on the
first visit.
Again a native evangelist made a
preaching tour through a new part
of the country where missionaries
had never been. Other duties rendered it impossible to visit these villages until nine or ten years later, but
he found two women who remembered much that was said on the first
tour.
Perhaps one of the most remarkable instances that we have heard
was given by a missionary in South
Africa some years ago. This man
was visiting a new place, and when
he was in a certain village, he inquired whether there were any Christians in that village. Without hesitation, the people said there was one,
a young boy. On inquiring how they
knew the boy was a Christian, the
missionary was told that this boy
was different from the rest of the
people.
He tried to follow one,
Christ, was kind and good to others,
he prayed much, and would not engage in the frivolities and heathen
practices of the people, even though
his father punished him and endeavored to force him to worship the
spirits^
The boy was called and in a modest
manner told the missionary of the
change God had wrought in his
heart. What surprised the missionary most was to learn that the boy
not read, and heard only two sermons
had never been to school, hence could
in his life, but the message had gripped his heart.
Another incident which came under the writer's notice shows also
how the Lord cares for his little ones
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even amidst the darkest surroundings and leads them on to know Him.
A little girl, ten or twelve years of
age, named Pombo came to the Mission Station to learn. She was not
especially bright in books, but she
proved faithful and trustworthy.
She remained two years at the Mission and learned to read a very little
and also accepted Christ as far as she
understood and had the light.
She
then returned to her home which
was nearly fifteen miles distant, in
an out of the way place very seldom
visited by any missionary or even
native evangelists; but she did not
forget God or the training she had
received. Her health gave way, however, and for a number of years she
was unable to leave her home and
finally her bed.
Several times when we were out
visiting schools, we tried to reach
her home but were not successful until about nine or ten years after she
had left the Mission. We made a
special effort at this time; and after
much difficulty in cutting through
underbrush so that the cart could
pass, we finally reached her home,
which was indeed in the wilds. She
was lying on a hard reed bed, in a
small rude hut, and over her was. a
blanket which one of the missionaries had sent her.
Near her on the
bed were her most treasured possessions, which she had received while
at th e Mission: these were the Gospel of Mark -and ^, small hymnbook,
both-in the vernacular.
Her face,
however, was what especially attracted our attention, for it had a look not
of earth. Although living here for
so many years, surrounded by nothing but barbarism and heathen darkness, she gave the impression of one
having lived in a different atmosphere entirely, her face so shone with
divine effulgence.
Of course she was pleased to see
one of the missionaries and joyfully
took part in the service which followed, and spoke freely of the happiness
in store for her when she would depart and be with Christ. Her friends
too recognized the fact that she was
not one of them; and, as soon as that
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pure spirit passed from that rude hut
to the glories of the other world,
they at once sent to the Mission for
instructions concerning the burial.
In conclusion we would again emphasize the statement that it is impossible to give statistics showing the
results of missionary effort. They
rest with God. He says, "Go, teach,
pray, believe, give, I will take care of
the harvest." Some day we shall see,
if we are faithful, the "great multitude which no man can number, of
all nations and kindred, and people,
and tongues stand before the Lamb,
clothed with white robes and palms
in their hands." Praise God!
MOHAMMEDANISM
Mention is frequently made of the
Mohammedan menace to Christianity which is to be found, not only in
Africa but also in other countries.
That it is a menace no one can successfully deny, and what the outcome
in some countries will be it is hard
to predict. By this is meant the outcome in this age, what the final outcome will be is not a matter of conjecture.
Marvelous changes are taking
place among Moslems especially in
Turkey. There they are eagerly adopting western ideas, western dress,
western civilization in many forms,
and especially western education, if
they may have it without Christ.
What is their aim? If they were to
take their proper place in the onward
march of events and to propagate
their faith.
The last mentioned they are certainly doing. The Mohammedan is
a missionary wherever he goes. He
is not ashamed of his faith. He may
be a trader, a merchant, or a day
laborer; but he is also a Mohammedan, and he seeks to influence those
with whom he comes into contact,
and he does influence them. He has,
however, a more ambitious program
than this. The more intelligent Moslems are seeking to imitate western
nations also in sending out missionaries.
They are sending missionaries to
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our very doors, they claim over a licly? Why can we, with hardly any
thousand converts from Chistianity effort, get a thousand Moslems to
to Mohammedanism in these United come to hear the preaching of the
States. They have groups in a dozen Gospel on Christmas Day or Good
of our largest cities with a mosque Friday? Why do Persian men sit
and headquarters in Chicago. They with tears running down their faces
have two mosques in London, and a as they hear the story of the Cross ?"
large one has lately been erected in
Before closing this article, we
Paris toward which the French gov- might add that some of the hindranernment contributed money. When ces in the way of the conversion of
it was dedicated, prominent officials the Moslems to Christianity is to be
attended, the President of France be- found in so-called Christians and
ing one of the number. Cape Town, Christian nations. Their religion is
which is a white man's town, has five one of force and of the sword, and
Mohammedans there has long been they practice what they preach; the
mosques and polygamy among the Christian religion is one of love, but
allowed by law. Indeed under Bri- judging from the World War and the
tish rule everywhere, they are espec- political intrigues of nations, the love
ially protected and sometimes favor- of Christ is left entirely in the backed.
ground.
Again many Christians are beThere is, however, another and a
coming
so broad that they think the
Drighter side to the question. NotMoslems
are all right.
We heard
withstanding their aggressiveness
travelers
who
had
been
cruising
aand their pronounced opposition to
long
the
coast
of
North
Africa
and
the Christian religion, the wall of
Mohammedanism is not impregnable. visiting the Moslems there, say, "We
Encouraging reports continue to should not send missionaries to those
come from various countries which people and disturb them in their reare chiefly of that faith.
Among ligion. The priests seem so good and
these are Egypt and Turkey itself, look so patriarchal and they are sinThey were
and especially Persia where there cere in their faith."
seemingly
good
Christian
people
who
have lately been some notable conexpressed
themselves
thus,
and
they
verts, men who were acknowledged
leaders in their communities. The just voiced what many persons act
Missionary Review of the World upon.
mentions one of these who is a veritable Paul in the suddenness and de- FIFTY YEARS OF SERVICE FOR
finiteness of his conversion and the
HIS MASTER.
fearlessness of his testimony among
his persecutors.
The late Dr. Shepherd, medical
Again a Missionary of the C. M. S. missionary among the Rajputs, enis quoted in the same magazine as tered Mewar, a highly conservative
follows: "What means the sale of native state of India, in 1872 and
thousands of portions of Scripture after much prayer and in the face of
in this land (Persia) ? Why is it that continuous opposition, succeeded in
when I called on a mullah he pro- establishing a medical misson the
duced a Bible from under the cushion city of Udaipur. For fifty years he
on which he was reclining? Why worked among these haughty and exdoes the driver of a post wagon, clusive Rajputs. He was the padre
when I asked to have prayer every sahib whom Kipling praised so
morning before starting, produce heartily in his "From Sea to Sea."
from his satchel a portion of the
The quality of Dr. Shepherd's work
Scriptures? Why does a sayid come and character used to come out in
and confess his faith to m e in private times of epidemics when others
and say that it is because he had wilted or fled. He would there toil
hundreds of relatives among the incessantly, often sitting up all night
Ulema that he cannot confess it pub- with patients. The story is told of
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him how, when he learned that a
temple priest of the neighborhood
had crawled into a drain pipe to die,
being overcome with cholera, Dr.
Shepherd crept in after him on hands
and knees, drew him out and nursed
him out of his sickness. Later in
life he added to his other cares a
pioneer work among the Bhils, wild
hillmen of the country who fled at
his approach but later were won to
the Gospel. Dr. Shepherd's father
was a prosperous Scotch merchant
whose special enthusiasm was foreign missions. His son was converted in a revival meeting and determined to dedicate his life to the foreign field. He was not certain, however whether his father would approve, in spite, of his interest in other
missionaries. When he told him, he
looked strangely but did not speak.
Then he lad saw that he was so overcome with emotion that he could not
speak.
"When you don't know what to do,
don't do it." When you run into a
spiritual fog bank, don't tear ahead;
slow down the machinery of your
life. If necessary, anchor your bark
or let it swing at its moorings. We
are to simply trust God. While we
trust, God can work. Worry prevents
Him from doing anything for us. If
our minds are distracted and our
hearts distressed; if the darkness
that overshadows us strikes terror
to us; if we run hither and yon in
a vain effort to find some way of escape out of a dark place of trial,
where Divine Providence has put us
the Lord can do nothing for us. The
peace of God must quiet our minds
and rest our hearts. We must put
our hand into the hand of God like a
little child, and let Him lead us into
the bright sunshine of his love."—
Selected.
The law of the Lord finds its perfect operation in the conversion of
the soul: and its perfect observance
in the willing obedience of the converted soul.
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Is Prohibition a Success or a Failure?
The foes of the policy of prohibition assail it because it has not entirely done away with the evils of drink,
and because the law is violated. However, this wag expected by even the
drys. '
There are two sides to all questions.
The man who craves for strong drink
will not look upon the 18th amendment in the same light as the citizen
who is pure and clean and puts the
public welfare and obedience to law,
first.
Senator William F. Borah of Idaho
made the following statement in the
Senate of the United States; "the
18th amendment was not adopted as
is so often intimated, in haste or
without due consideration and deliberation on the part of the people of
this Country." As a matter of fact,
for more than fifty years, the subject of prohibition had been discussed
pro and con throughout the country
and at the time of the ratification of
the 18th amendment, thirty-three
states of the Union had already
adopted prohibition. Does this appear as though prohibition was forced upon the people of the United
States? It certainly does not, but it
only goes to show that after many
years of very careful consideration
the absolute necessity of prohibition
had finally been impressed upon the
people of this Country.
Every phase of our national life
has been favorably affected by the influence of prohibition.
Herbert
Hoover, secretary of Commerce,
stated, 'There can be no doubt of the
economic benefits of prohibition, I
think increased temperance over the
land is responsible for a goodly share
of the enormously increased efficiency
in production, and there can be no
doubt but prohibition is putting
money in the family pocketbook."
Henry Ford, Judge F. H. Gary, Rodger Babson and many other business
authorities agree precisely with Mr.
Hoover.
The decrease in drink-caused pov-

erty, which today is less than 25% of
the former amount, was the first economic result of prohibition. The second economic result has been the
stimulation of retail trade, home
building, savings, and insurance by
the diversion of the former drink bill
of $2,000,000,000 per year from destructive to constructive channels.
The third result is the increased industrial production, lower cost of
manufacturing, less industrial accidents and the multiplied demand for
goods by a sober nation.
Statistics show that drunkeness
has decreased. Intoxication arrests
are 250,000 less than in the last wet
year. The United States Census report just issued shows that from 1910
to 1923 there has been a drop of from
121.2 per 100,000 to 99.7 per 10,000
commitments to penal institutions for
drunkeness.
The death rate ha,s declined 2%
since prohibition has gone into effect.
Popular government by majority has
succeeded to the saloon boss and
brewery element. The increase in
church attendance and the general interest in new idealism testify to the
moral gains of the Nation since it
freed itself from the licensed liquor
traffic.
Some anti-prohibitionists would tell
us that the crime wave was on the decrease before the Volstead Act went
into effect. This is positively untrue,
as each year this problem was becoming one of very serious proportions.
What would have been the result in
this Country if the Volstead Act had
not outlawed the sajoon together with
all of its wicked vices? The way to
stop the crime is by enforcing the
laws and correcting the defects in the
administration of justice.
In a speech before the Presbyterian
General Assembly at Baltimore, Senator Wm. F. Borah said, "I believe
the liquor traffic to be a curse to the
human family. From the time it issues from the coiled and copper colored worm in the distillery until it emp-
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ties into the hell of crime, dishonor
and death; misery and poverty and
remorse mark its maledict course.
Not only is the record of the centuries made up against it, but now the
modern industrial world with its
complex and delicate machinery, with
its absolute need of security, safety
and fitness, demands that it shall
be banished.
The man in the automobile opposed
the 18th amendment takes quite the
reverse attitude when he discovers
that his chauffer is a drinking man.
Not for a moment would he trust the
man with only a few drinks in him to
drive his car. As another illustration
the train may be crowded with delegates enroute to an anti-prohibition
convention but should these same
men discover that the engineer who is
piloting their train conveying them
to their destination, they undoubtedly would mob him, should they discover that he had been drinking.
The industrial magnate may talk
critically of sumptuary laws but he
will apply them like a despot to the
man who governs his vast establishment when safety is involved.
The question arises, can this prohibition law which we have made of
our own accord be enforced? This is
indeed a great question of vital importance and the answer depends entirely upon the American people. Will
they permit drunkards to lie in the
gutter and will they permit families
to be undernourished and brutally
treated by a drunken father? They
will not. When the question is put to
the test it will be found that the majority of the American people have in
mind the thought of the coming generations yet unborn and they will not
tolerate their children to be ruled and
exploited by the ungodly liquor interests.
The supreme test of good citizenship is to obey the Constitution and
the laws when written. To disregard
the Constitution while still refusing
to change it is to sow the seeds of destruction in the heart of the Nation—
it is to confess before the world that
we have not the intellectual sturdiness for self-government.
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When the hour of reflection comes,
it hardly seems probable that the
people will pursue any such course,
they may have different views regarding the liquor question, but nevertheless the truth is that deep down
in their very souls, there is a lasting
devotion for an orderly constitutional
government.
They know its worth, they may be
wet or they ma^ be dry, but first of
all and above all they are Americans
and believe in the only real republic
that has ever existed on the face of
the earth. Therefore, so long as the
Constitution stands, we must not
compromise or falter in its execution.
The failure of prohibition may be
summed up in the following ways: It
is a, failure for the saloonkeepers and
their bar tenders who no longer ring
up the working man's pay check on
the cash register and send him home
penniless. It is a failure for the gunmen, like the Lakes. and the Druggans, who when Chicago had over 7,000 licensed saloons, murdered and
robbed with impunity. When their
headquarters were closed by prohibition they were captured and convicted under the Conspiracy Act for violation of the dry laws and put in prison cells where they belong. It is a
failure for the politician who represented the liquor interests in public
office. It is a failure for the brewer
and distiller who grew rich by corrupting politics and tried to subsidize
the press and boycotted dry business.
It is a failure for the alcoholicism
death rate, which rarely fell below
five per 100,000 under license, while
under prohibition this dea,th rate has
dropped 3%. It is a failure for disease.
Prohibition is NOT a failure but a
success for most people. Thousands
of wives, mothers and children, now
go through their homes with a song
on their lips and a joy in their hearts
instead of a sigh, because an army of
"old soaks" has reformed since the
closing of the saloons.
It is a success for the men and women who have had years added to
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their span of life by closing the death
center of license and drink.
It is a success for the worker who
has a larger pay check which he can
spend without paying toll to the corner bar.
It is a success for the manufacturer
who finds his output increased from
15% to 30%, his production costs
lowered and his markets greatly multiplied by the sobriety of his workers and of the nation.
It is a success for the banker who
watches saving accounts mount to
five times the wet year number and
for the insurance men who sell over a
$1,000,000,000 worth of policies each
month.
It is a success for the drivers of
over 20,000,000 automobiles w h o
know the highways would be shambles of death if each cross-road had a
licensed saloon inviting chauffeurs to
drink.
It is a success for the hotel main
whose real prosperity according to
John Mc-Howie, a leading hotel manager, did not begin until the Volstead
act became effective. We have more
hotels, better and cleaner hotels, since
the bar was banished.
It is a, success for the church, which
records a membership of 690,000 last
year.
It has been a success for the schools
and colleges of the nation which are
besieged by more students than their
buildings and equipment can care for.
It is a success from the standpoint
of the race. The rising generation is
not drunken. One among our youth
drinks for adventure or display today
where heretofore scores drank habitually under license.
The law is violated, that is true.
The lawless liquor traffic violated every law that tried to restrain it before
one of us was born. That is why it is
outlawed today. Other laws are being broken continually. Does any one
advocate repealing them because they
are violated? Who would counsel
that, even in the case of the automobile traffic laws which are broken
more than any other? Laws are enacted to combat social evils. No one
believes that laws will blot out these
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evils. We simply reduce them to a
minimum by prophiting them just as
we increase them to a maximum by
licensing them.
Prohibition has not succeeded as
well as its friends intend that it shall,
but it has succeeded far better than
its enemies wish it did.
Therefore, as citizens of the United
States of America it is our imperative duty to obey this vitally important law, namely, the 18th amendment, and in the language of the
Great Emancipator that this government of the people, by the people, and
for the people, shall not perish from
the earth."
John Russel Leaman
Senior—Lancaster High School
Class 1927. Mid-year.
Age 16 years.
Published by request of J. B. Lehman.
MIRACLES
(Continued from page 7)
infinite be conceived of as working
His sovereign will by manipulating
His own divinely appointed laws in a
manner contrary to their usual operations?
Some so-called scientists
would deny this. Why? The sphere
of the mental conceptions of the man
whose conclusions are drawn as a result of observations made in the lower (natural) plane of thought-life is
restricted.
However keen his observations, or
logical his conclusions, he can not rise
to higher intellectual and spiritual
field of natural thinking permits him
concepts than the limited scope of the
to attain. "As thou knowest not
what is the way of the Spirit,—even
so thou knowest not the works of God who maketh all," is the inspired observation of the wise man.
Shall the frankly honest and inquiring youth of today limit their reception of facts to such a narrow, restricted basis? In order to consider
one-self in harmony with scientific
truth, must all phenomena which do
not find explanatory sanction in the
dictum of the dim-visioned votaries
of modern self-styled scientists be
classed as hallucinations, or consid-
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ered "historically incredible?" Shall
the materialistic conception of facts
be permitted to limit or obstruct our
acceptance of spiritual facts ? Because
the intellect can not grasp, or the
mental powers fathom the miraculous, shall we doubt the recorded, and
repeatedly occurring miracles (as the
healing of the body, and the rebirth
of the soul) in the natural and spiritual life of man? No! That which
is recorded in God's Word we may
believe without credulity.
That
which is recorded in God's Word we
may believe without credulity. That
which God miraculously works in the
hearts and lives of men we may know
as facts fully attested by an infallible
witness, the Holy Spirit. — Free
Methodist.
CHEERFULNESS HELPS A LOT
In a certain New Hampshire town
there is a store whose proprietor believes in cheerfulness. He has a set
of rules for everyone he employs,
which he expects his employees to
read over and think over and act upon day after day. They are very
simple rules, indeed. No employees
must look sad, or complain. Everyone must look pleasant, and talk in a
cheerful tone of voice. No criticism
or bad temper is allowed. Nobody
must talk about being tired or having
a headache. Absolute and continued
cheerfulness must reign behind every
counter and every desk.
Now this sounds arbitrary. How
can a girl look pleasant when she feels
miserable? How can a clerk be
cheerful when he has a sick family?
The answer comes from the store
itself. Its trade has grown steadily
since the rule of cheerfulness wa<s
adopted; but, more than that, its employees are genuinely more happy.
They have learned to like to be cheerful, personally, as well as on account
of the regulations. Half the melancholy in the world is unnecessary, and
they ha,ve gotten rid of that half.
•The customer who enters the store
feels the atmosphere and is easier to
please. Cheerful fellowship helps the
girls through the little things that in
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different surroundings might become
daily worries. It is a practical illustration of the old text "Rejoice always" and like any other application
of Bible truth to daily life it pays.
But why confine it to a store up in
New Hampshire ?—Forward.
THE STORY OF A VERSE.
By Mrs. J. George Halse
A worker in the great sanitorium
at Saranac Lake, N. Y., writes to tell
of a young man who died in that institution recently. He had always lived a gay, careless life, with no
thought of eternity. When he realized how rapidly life was passing away
from him, and how badly he needed
one who could be with him "through
the valley of the shadow," he listened
very attentively to the story of Jesus. Every time it was told, however,
he cried, "I cannot come to Him now!
I cannot come to Him now!" I have
left Him entirely out of my life and I
cannot come to Him now!" One day
the worker read to him the poem on
"Friends" by Pastor Halse which appeared in "The Evangelical Visitor"
and other periodicals some time ago,
and which concludes:
"And since I've thought of you deajr
friend in friendship's closest tie,
I've longed to introduce you to a
friend, for he and I
Spend many hours together in a happy, solemn tryst,
How I wish that you might know
him! My best friend, Jesus
Christ!"
The words gripped him, and he asked
"Do you think that He would be my
friend ? Pray for me that he may."
Earnestly she led the dying lad to the
One who is ever able and willing, and
he passed through the shadows into
the sunlight—with a Friend.
(The soul-winner mentioned in the
incident above, Mrs. L. Pink, 15 Duprey St., Saranac Lake, N. Y., would
be glad to distribute carefully any
copies of "The Visitor", or other good
Christian literature, including Sunday
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School papers, that friends care to
send her, among the patients at the
sanitorium. The above poem was
published in the July 19, 1926 issue of
the Evangelical Visitor.
A GRUDGE AND A DRINK.
Each of us has a vineyard to keep,
the vineyard of the soul. We are
to keep it for God. Is not this true
of most of us—we guard against
larger sins that ruin the soul, but
we are not alert for the little foxes
that disintegrate th e spiritual life?
Not long ago I was holding a confirmation service in Auburn Prison.
A bishop has a varied life.
That
Sunday I held four services. One
was for a respectable, conventional
congregation; one was for students
of Cornell; one was for girls of Wells
College, and the fourth was in Auburn Prison.
We have a convict chapter of the
Brotherhood of St. Andrew; it is for
men who would .give themselves to
Christ and to the service of their fellow men. When I confirmed the men,
I observed one middle-aged, grayhaired man at the end of the line,
whom I could feel tremble under my
touch and in whose eyes I could see
tears.
I sought out the man in charge and
told him that I was not satisfied to
confirm the men. I wanted to do
something for them afterward. "Let
me know where they are going when
they get out so that I can ask someone to follow them up," I asked. I
pointed to the man I had observed.
"That one," I said. "When does he
get out?"
"He doesn't get out at all," was
the answer. "He is a life-termer."
I said that I wouldn't have dreamed it.
"Killing isn't any different from
another crime," my informant went
on. "All crimes start little and grow
big. A man has a grudge against
someone, then he puts a drink along
with the grudge, and he goes out and
does the thing he didn't mean to do."
"That must be true," I said.
. He answered: "Yes, it's true.
That's what I'm here for myself."
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These men were bearing their bitter lot because all sins start little and
grow big.
—Bishop Charles Fiske.
THE TOUCHY BOY.
If you know a touchy boy, don't
touch him. If you are not perfectly
certain that you are not this sort
yourself, make sure of it at once. If
you have the least suspicion that
you may be in the least bit "touchy,"
get rid of the touchiness without
more ado. When we see it in others,
we all agree that it is "horrid." What
do others think if they see it in us,
pray tell?
The hedgehog sort of a boy who is
always bristling for fear of being
hurt, and always shooting his quills
at those who touch him, has very
little time for pleasant things, because he is forever looking for himself in this unpleasant way, and his
life is a burden, you may depend.
Be sensibly sensitive, but don't be
touchy. There is no need of having
a skin.as thick as an elephant's in
order to avoid being too thin-skinned. Be just right, and don't be
looking for slights, nor resenting
them continually.
Stop thinking
about yourself and little affronts,
and "do something for somebody
quick."
This is the remedy for
"touchiness," if anybody has it.
—Selected.
If they who regard not God, hold
thee in any account, feel alarmed
about thy state.—Bengel.
y

It may be a little farther around the
corner of a square deal, but the road
is better.—Selected.
The road of good works is blocked
by our past sins, and it is sure to be
further blocked by our future sins;
we ought, therefore, to rejoice that
God has commended to us the open
road of faith.—Spurgeon.
By supposing this or that future
contingency, many persuade themselves that they will be such as they
ought to be, but it is better always,
without evasion, to perform present
duties under present circumstances.
—Bengel.
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